Querying Test Scores in Slate

Slate offers an overwhelming amount of ways to query test score data which can be very overwhelming at first, but provide the opportunity to query a bit more effectively.

First, remember to check the Slate Template Library box during your search.

Keep in mind that we only want to use Verified test scores. Verified scores are official scores. If you don’t select an export or filter with verified in it, it will include self-reported scores.

**GRE (Highest Verified Max)** will show you the highest scores for each section of the GRE even if they are from different tests. Notice that test date is not an option.

**GRE (Highest Verified Total), GRE (Highest Verified Total #2) and GRE (Highest Verified Total #3)** show you complete tests with the highest scores. Notice that they include a test date.

**GRE (Most Recent Verified), GRE (Most Recent Verified #2) and GRE (Most Recent Verified #3)** will show the last three official scores received.

Similar queries exist for other tests as well.
How to Find Test Scores on the Applicant’s Record

To find test scores on the applicant’s profile, go to the Profile tab. On the right side, there is an option for Scores. Click on that to see a listing of all self-reported and verified test scores.